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CASE STUDY

Technology for a ‘get 
it right, fi rst � me, 
every � me’ ethos
Walsh Steel Detailing has invested in Trimble 3D Laser Scanning and Mixed 
Reality technologies as part of a process that both vastly improves its site/
offi  ce workfl ow and ensures that there will be no surprises for their clients 
or team when an intricate project goes to site. 

“If we didn’t have this technology, we simply couldn’t do the work we are doing. We are market 
leaders for two reasons, our people and the technology that we have invested in.”

Damian Walsh, Managing Director, WSD

Established in 2017, Walsh Steel Detailing Ltd was the result of founder Damian Walsh spo�  ng 
an under resourced area of the market that he felt could be well serviced by his steel industry 
knowledge, contacts and interest in technology. Aware that there was a shortage of steel detailers 
in Ireland and that there would be good take-up  for a company that could provide an ‘on-demand’ 
service to smaller fabricators, he therefore launched Walsh Steel Detailing. 

Based in Co Mayo, the new company would focus on mee� ng the needs of those fabricators that 
o� en found themselves unable to tender for works because they did not have the capability to 
produce drawings to the required level or were unable to jus� fy the costs of a full-� me dra� sperson 
and relevant so� ware. The aim of WSD would be to off er advice early in the detailing process backed 
up by extreme a� en� on to detail and a ‘get it right fi rst � me, every � me’, ethos to ensure that there 
would be no surprises when a complex project went to site.

About WSD

Since its incep� on fi ve years ago, WSD has successfully executed and delivered high profi le 
jobs for large companies across Ireland and the UK and is now one of Ireland’s fastest  growing 
steel detailing service providers. With a reputa� on that’s been built on solid rela� onships with 
small, medium and large organisa� ons that specialise in structural engineering, tradi� onal 
construc� on and modular construc� on, WSD is aiming to keep  ahead of the game with a 
commitment to technology that will further enhance the services it can off er its clients. Most 
recently, this has seen Damian invest in both 3D Laser Scanning and Mixed Reality.

Technology for a ‘get it right, fi rst � me, every � me’ ethos

As an established user of Trimble’s Tekla Structures (powerful structural BIM so� ware designed 
for the crea� ng, combining, managing and sharing of informa� on-rich, accurate, 3D models), the 
company was adept at producing high quality drawings for their customers. However, Damian was 
aware that a great design team and good so� ware were just a part of the story and that if there were 

“Now we can bring the 
site to our o�  ces with 
the aid of the X7 and we 
can bring our 3D models 
from our o�  ces to the site 
with the aid of the Trimble 
XR10. It’s now a seamless 
work� ow.”

Damian Walsh, 
Managing Director, WSD



 

to be further safety, effi  ciency and produc� vity gains for WSD’s clients, then this would lie with a 
closer look at digital hardware. 

As a follower of Trimble on social media, he was familiar with both 3D Laser Scanning and 
Mixed Reality and felt that this was where his investment should lie.  He therefore approached 
BuildingPoint UK and Ireland (a Trimble partner and the construc� on business side of KOREC 
Ireland) as his fi rst step.

3D Laser Scanning
From years’ of experience on site, Damian knew that even the most carefully taken manual 
measurements could be extremely � me consuming to capture and despite the care taken, 
mistakes could occur with something as simple as 670mm being recorded as 760mm. 
He knew that by replacing a manual approach with the introduc� on of a 3D laser scanner, WSD 
would be able to generate a point cloud survey, with millions of points, that they could then feed 
directly into their model. This pinpoint level of accuracy was something that Damian felt would be 
cri� cal when it came to having the exact space in the model for the design. Site survey � me would 
also be reduced and having a 3D point cloud to work from would signifi cantly simplify the process 
of modelling a pla� orm around a maze of stainless steel piping. 

Choosing the Trimble X7
A Trimble X7 was selected as the best tool for the job and 
purchased from BuildingPoint UK and Ireland. Extremely easy to 
use, with a short learning curve, the Trimble X7 off ers a number 
of key benefi ts. These include, high accuracy point cloud, 
onsite registra� on of scans (ability to check that nothing has 
been missed whilst s� ll on site), fast set up, self-levelling, and 
importantly, automa� c 
calibra� on which would 
ensure the WSD team 
had confi dence in every 
scan they undertook. This 
feature also considerably 
cut costs because the X7 
does not need to be sent 
away each year for this process. 

The XR10 is fascinating and an 
amazing use of technology to see 
your structure before any materials 
have been procured, never mind cut.

Damian Walsh, Managing Director, WSD
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X7 benefi ts for WSD

• Accuracy and ease of use

• Ability to work on sites 
with shiny, polished surfaces 
such as pharmaceu� cal 
plants

• Well received by the WSD 
team

• Automa� c calibra� on, 
vastly reducing running costs

• Fast processing of data

XR10 benefi ts for WSD

• Verifi ca� on of model on 
site - total confi dence for the 
client before any cu�  ng/
fabrica� on costs incurred

• Easy posi� oning of the 
model in the real world using 
QR codes

• Confi dence for WSD team 
that the structure will fi t with 
no surprises on site.

• Ability to see any clashes 
early that may arise on site 
post-survey

• Good tool for 
communica� on and 
collabora� on

Using the Trimble X7 3D Laser Scanner



 

The X7 would be managed via a Trimble Tablet running FieldLink se�  ng out and scanning 
so� ware which also included the ability to seamlessly import IFC models (supported by Tekla).

Mixed Reality

The fi rst � me Damian saw the Trimble XR10 HoloLens Mixed Reality headset, he was fascinated 
by both the concept and more specifi cally, how it could further enhance the company’s ‘right 
fi rst � me, every � me’ ethos. He immediately recognised that the ability to see a hologram of the 
structure in place, before any materials had been procured, or even cut, would greatly reduce 
rework, enable early clash detec� on and eliminate unexpected site problems. It would also 
provide his clients with total confi dence in how their structure would look in the real world before 
any fabrica� on costs were incurred.

Like the Trimble X7, the XR10 technology has been extremely well received by both the WSD 
team and the company’s clients simply because it took away the worry of wondering if a complex 
structure will go together when it reaches the construc� on site. The X7 ensures that WSD has the 
exact space in their model from the start for the design, whilst the XR10 enables the model to be 
checked on site, in posi� on, before fabrica� on. 

WSD also uses Trimble Connect (a cloud-based pla� orm for sharing models and documents), that 
has mobile, desktop and web accessibility so all stakeholders can easily access the informa� on 
they need 24/7. It is par� cularly useful for allowing users to see Tekla models, with full-scale 
overlay, in the real world when used with the XR10. 

Trimble Connect can also be used to mark-up any clashes etc that may have arisen on site 
post-survey. Marked as ‘to do’, the list is wai� ng in the offi  ce before the team even arrives and 
consequently nothing is forgo� en. 

About HoloLens and the Trimble XR10
HoloLens technology incorporates mul� ple sensors, advanced op� cs, and 
holographic processing that merges seamlessly with its environment. These 
holograms can then be used to display informa� on, blend with the real world, 
or even simulate a virtual world. The Trimble XR10 system incorporates this 
technology into an industry approved hardhat that is fully compa� ble with its 
Trimble Connect cloud-based collabora� on pla� orm.

“There is absolutely 
no cutting or welding 
allowed in these 
environments and 
everything needs to be 
right � rst time. 

The speed with which 
the X7 process data is 
unbelievable. From the 
outset, every member of 
the BuildingPoint UK and 
Ireland team has been 
extremely helpful.”

Damian Walsh, 
Managing Director, WSD

Trimble XR10 Hololens Mixed Reality system
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The end result is a wearable solu� on that allows for the visualisa� on of 3D designs, on site by the 
user and remotely by other team members. This approach encourages real-� me collabora� on 
and transparency among stakeholders to avoid errors and delays. 

Case Study – Galway development requiring 98 steel balconies

Contracted to model and produce fabrica� on drawings for 98 balconies on a Galway 
development, WSD’s client also requested that they survey the stubs which had been installed 
prior to the outer brick leaf to ensure that any discrepancies would be picked up. 

These balconies were out of reach from ground level. Use of the Trimble X7 meant that the 
work could be carried out quickly and accurately with no need for the addi� onal � me and cost 
requirements of installing scaff olding. Every stub was measured to within 2mm with an excellent 
level of detail was noted. Addi� onally, the survey was carried out from ground level keeping the 
team safe with no compromise in the quality of the data. 

Once the balconies were modelled, the IFC model was exported into Trimble Connect and a 
marker was set out in a known loca� on in the model. Once the model was launched on the 
XR10, it immediately requests if WSD would like to use the marker. The team could then scan a 
QR code with the cameras on the XR10 and the model appeared exactly where it was supposed 
to be in the real world. 

The team felt that the two technologies complimented each other perfectly with the X7 allowing 
WSD to bring the site to their offi  ce so they could model around it whilst the XR10 allowed them 
to verify the model on site and gain total client confi dence in the work they were doing before 
any material was cut.

Damian concludes, “Our client was thrilled with how seamless the whole process was and had 
total confi dence that they had picked the right company for the job. Likewise, 
the input from BuildingPoint UK and Ireland has been great with every member 
of the team extremely helpful – I don’t think there’s a ques� on I could ask on 
Trimble equipment that they wouldn’t have an answer on there and then. In 
short, if we didn’t have this technology, we simply couldn’t do the work we are 
doing. We are market leaders for two reasons, our people and the technology 
that we have invested in.”

From left to right: The building, point cloud imagery, point cloud with the model and � nally,  the mixed 
reality view with the IFC on site


